Compelling
Communicator
Tips on how to stand out and be counted

You CAN become a more confident
and compelling communicator!
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What's in it for you?
Communication is the most important skill anyone
can possess. It’s the skill that will set you apart from
the crowd - Richard Branson

At BPG we believe that your success in business is strongly influenced by your
ability to communicate.

Presenting information clearly and confidently is key to getting buy-in for your message or
opinion , whether you are presenting on a specific topic or a report, or giving feedback to a
group of people. These essential business communication skills are required in almost
every interaction, whether face-to-face , or virtually .
The thought of having to deliver a presentation can be daunting, and you may not like being
in the limelight. Yet it is a skill everyone can learn. You CAN become a more confident, and
compelling communicator!
You are onto a good start by having downloaded this e-book. There are some valuable tips
on overcoming your fear of public speaking, preparation, creating a compelling opening and,
of course, a strong, memorable ending.
Look out for our live workshops, which will give you more tools to get even better results. Be
sure to sign up for our newsletter so we can notify you of these live events , if you need
further your development in this area.

Preparation matters
A lack of confidence when presenting, is often because people don’t prepare
or, don’t know how to prepare. ‘Fear of the unknown’ can make us feel
anxious. Half the battle is won through preparation. It is the most important
part of delivering a successful presentation.
Here are some guidelines to help you prepare for future presentations...

Before you start creating any content or slides ask yourself :
what is the purpose?
who is the audience?
what questions might they ask?
how much time has been allocated?

Who is the audience?
what are their expectations?
what is their knowledge or understanding of the topic?
what is important to them?

Think like your audience when you prepare - is your content and approach 'audience-centric'?
First brainstorm your content. You can do this on your own or with colleagues. Then once
you have created your story board, boost your confidence by doing a couple of dry runs. Use
your phone to record yourself or ask a friend or colleague to give you feedback. Practice out
aloud, but avoid memorising so that you can tell your "story" in a natural and conversational
style.

Structure the story
Structure is not just a means to a solution. It is also a
principle and a passion - Marcel Breuer

There are different ways to structure a presentation. Your structure will
depend on :
the purpose
the audience

You’ll need to focus on creating an impactful opening or introduction, and middle section
that provides detail that is logical and concise. Your audience wants information, but not too
much and it must be relevant to them. You will also need a strong and memorable ending
that ties it all together.
Lack of structure will show. You don’t want your audience wondering what the relevance is of
each point, or you, the presenter, suddenly making statements such as, “Oh, I nearly forgot to
tell you” or, “That reminds me of …” when it clearly isn’t related!

Here is an example of a simple structure
aim / intent : what do we want to achieve?
challenges / obstacles : what is in our way?
action plan / solution : what do we need to do to achieve our aim?

Opening with a bang!
What makes or breaks a presentation is how the presenter starts and finishes!
So often, we hear presenters start by simply stating their topic … “Today I am going to
present the monthly sales figures” or “Today I am going to talk to you about our new
product”
Will this motivate the audience to pay attention? The answer is probably, no. It’s hardly
captivating!

Your opening words should be compelling, to...
grab listener attention
motivate their interest
Hook your audience by opening with one of these options:
your aim / objective - whats in it for them?
a provocative statement
a brief story or anecdote
a rhetorical question
something that shocks or surprises them

Closing with a bang!
So you have provided an attention-grabbing introduction and unpacked the detail in the body
of the presentation. Now the time has come to end. Always finish strong... don't just let your
message fizzle out.
You should rehearse your ending to ensure that it's presented confidently and with
conviction - and not just a ramble.

To end your presentation clearly and confidently you could...
draw a conclusion
summarise the main points
suggest a possible next step or action plan
If there is no real action required, give the audience something to take away - it could be a
statement, an idea or leave them with a thought to chew on!

Dynamic delivery
Within the first few seconds of starting your presentation your audience will form an
impression of you. They will see you as either confident and comfortable or perhaps
awkward and nervous.
People form impressions through your...
mannerisms and gestures (body language)
voice and speech
choice of words

Body behaviour - non-verbal messages
What is your body language saying about you?
If you have 'open' body language you will be seen as being more confident and convincing
than if your body is 'closed'.
Here are some pointers...
good posture = shoulders relaxed and head up straight creates an impression of
confidence
bold, deliberate gestures indicate enthusiasm, energy and authenticity
be aware of your facial expression - a smile suggests friendliness and warmth, but don't
overdo it! - this could make you appear nervous
engage and connect with your audience through eye contact

Hot tip
Don't spend all your time talking to one friendly face. Each person should
feel included. If you are presenting on a virtual platform make sure you
look at your webcam and not at each person on your screeen.

Voice and Speech
matters
You have probably sat through a presentation where it was difficult to hear the speaker or
they spoke in a monotonous voice making it difficult to concentrate. To keep your audience
engaged and with you all the way, you need to think about your…
Pace
A lot of presenters speak too quickly. Nervousness could be a reason for this - or to get
through it as quickly as possible! Or it could simply be a habit.
Either way, speaking too fast can be distracting and frustrating for the audience, as they have
no time to digest what you are saying.
Pause
Your audience doesn't have the benefit of punctuation when listening to your presentation
like they do when they are reading. Don't be afraid to pause. This assists the audience to
take in what you are telling them - it helps make the message clear.
Projection
Voice projection is more than just raising your voice and speaking loudly. A clear wellprojected voice commands attention and conveys confidence. Speaking softly can create the
impression of being nervous or timid. Support your voice by breathing from your diaphragm
and not by trying to force sound from your throat.

Hot tip
Use breathing to help you pause and control your pace. Stress can alter
your breathing pattern - make sure you consciously breathe to your
diaphragm when you pause. This will also help you to feel more relaxed.

Qualify for questions
Sometimes the questions are complicated and the
answers are simple - Dr Seus
To avoid being interrupted with questions during your presentation tell your audience upfront
that there will be time for questions before you conclude
Here are some guidelines...
invite and encourage questions - listen to the question and don't interrupt
repeat the question to confirm that you have understood it
answer questions clearly, concisely and confidently.
provide facts and examples to back up your answer where necessary
acknowledge there may be more than one answer, if that is the case
confirm whether you have answered the question. For instance, ask, "" Does that answer
your question?" or "Have I answered your question?"

Hot tip
Be honest if you dont know the answer to a question. Your response
could be "Thanks for raising that, I don't have the answer, I will have to
find out and get back to you." (Make sure you do or you will lose
credibility!)

Working with visuals
Design is thinking made visual - Saul Bass

Well-designed visuals will support you, the presenter, AND the audience... they should help
you tell the story in a naturally persuasive and conversational presentation style and help
your audience to understand and remember your message.
Good visuals should...
prompt your dialogue
keep you on track
improve your time management
clarify information for the audience
You have probably heard people use the term "Death by Powerpoint" and if you are
presenting from slides, yes you can lull your audience into dying of boredom if you cram too
much information onto them or worse, read your slides word for word!
Whether you are presenting virtually or to a live audience you need to elaborate on the bullet
points or visuals on your slides. Remember slides are not your script, they are there to
prompt your dialogue!
If you are in front of a live audience, interact with your slides...
take your prompt off the screen - exactly like your audience is doing and not off your
laptop
talk to the audience and not to the screeen

The next step
Develop your business communication skills with
professionals in the easiest, fun and most practical
way!
If you want to expand your skills and knowledge in becoming a more compelling
communicator, you can attend one (or more) of our short 2-3 hour practical virtual learning
workshops or, if you prefer, you can choose one-on-one coaching.
You will learn techniques, tools and thinking processes designed to help you build your
sphere of influence and get better results from your communication opportunities.
These essential skills are vital to help you progress in your business and social / personal
world.

Highly recommended resources :
Harvard Business Review’s - “Persuasive Presentations” by Nancy Duarte
Five Stars : The Communication Secrets to get from Good to Great – Carmine Gallo
Ted Talks – the official TED guide to public speaking – Charis Anderson (head of TED)
How To Talk to Absolutely Anyone – confident communication in every situation
- Mark Rhodes
For other Business Communication Skills programmes visit www.bpg.co.za

